Abstract : Proposals under the headings of employer of last resort (ELR) and job guarantee have been made under which jobs would be available to all at a basic wage. These schemes promise a combination of full employment and price stability. This paper examines whether they would be able to deliver on such a promise. The paper discusses the notion of 'functional finance' which forms an important element of ideas on ELR. The nature and role of money as envisaged in the tax driven money approach which is often associated with the ELR proposals is critically examined. It is argued that whilst the ELR budgetary costs may be relatively small, this would also be the case from any public sector employment program. The question is raised as to whether there would be jobs of a type which could fit in with the ELR proposals, and what the nature of these jobs might be. The paper considers the extent to which ELR would involve underemployment and unemployment by another name. The possible inflationary implications of the ELR are next considered. This has two aspects : first to consider whether inflation would result from unemployment falling below any form of supply-side inflation barrier (such as a NAIRU), and second to consider whether the use of a base wage would bring price stability as claimed. In the subsequent section, the idea that ELR employment would form a buffer stock is critically examined.
Introduction
The idea that the government should stand ready to provide work to all who seek paid employment but cannot otherwise find a job has been advanced by a number of authors in recent years. The term 'employer of last resort' (hereafter ELR) has been used by authors such as Wray (1998a,b) , drawing on the analogy with the central bank willing to provide reserves to the banking system, as a label for such an idea. Others have used the term job guarantee (hereafter JG) for a rather similar idea (e.g. Mitchell 2001) . 1 The proposals under the heading of ELR and JG are similar and this paper discusses both sets of proposals. However, the term ELR is generally used in this paper as this gives more of the flavor of the proposals than the term JG does : for example in terms of the jobs which would be available under the proposals.
The term 'employer of last resort' encompasses the following ideas:
(i) the government offers employment to anyone who seeks work but would otherwise be without a job 2 :
(ii) the wage for such jobs would be set at a 'base' level (fairly close to the minimum wage where such exists, and somewhat above the pre-existing level of unemployment benefits) 3 ;
(iii) the wage bill for those on an ELR scheme is not to be paid by raising tax revenue, but rather would increase the government budget deficit (or reduce the budget surplus). In the ELR literature, this is often linked with what has been labeled the tax driven money (hereafter TDM)
view. High powered money (hereafter HPM) or base money is viewed as created by the state, public expenditure involves (high powered) money creation whilst the payment of taxes involves 26/11/13 money destruction. The government can though issue bonds which would serve to remove 'excess' money. 4 As indicated in the titles and sub-titles of papers and books on the ELR and JG (e.g. Mosler 1997 , Wray 1998a ) these schemes promise both full employment and price stability. The central concern of this paper is to examine whether they would be able to deliver on such a promise.
The paper begins by considering the notion of 'functional finance' (Lerner 1943) which forms an important element of ideas on ELR. This is followed by a section which considers the nature and role of money as envisaged in the tax driven money approach which is often associated with the ELR proposals. Section 4 considers the budgetary costs (and deficit implications) of ELR proposals. It is argued that whilst the ELR budgetary costs may be relatively small, this would also be the case from any public sector employment program. The question is raised in the next section as to whether there would be jobs of a type which could fit in with the ELR proposals, and what the nature of these jobs might be. The following section considers the extent to which ELR would involve underemployment and unemployment by another name. The possible inflationary implications of the ELR are next considered. This has two aspects : first to consider whether inflation would result from unemployment falling below any form of supply-side inflation barrier (such as a NAIRU), and second to consider whether the use of a 'base wage' would bring price stability as claimed. In the next section, two notions of unemployment (and corresponding ELR workers) are considered. It is argued that the notion of the unemployed or ELR workers as a buffer stock is misleading. It is also argued that ELR workers would retain many of the characteristics of being an 'industrial reserve army'. The paper is completed by a brief concluding section.
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Functional finance and ELR
The idea that governments should use the fiscal stance to support a high level of demand (rather than seek to balance the budget) is a long-standing one, which can be put under the heading of functional finance (Lerner 1943) . The basic justification for the use of a budget deficit to support high levels of employment is that private sector demand is inadequate to generate such levels of employment. 5 This can alternatively be expressed by saying that private savings would exceed private investment at the level of income which corresponds to this high level of demand. Private savings are S + (M -X) where S is domestic savings, and M (imports) -X (exports) is the trade deficit and equal to the inflow of capital. The required budget deficit G -T is then equal to private savings minus private investment, each corresponding to the high employment level of
income. Hence G -T = (S -I) + (M -X). If the right hand side of this equation would be positive
at full employment, then the left hand side necessarily would be positive, i.e. a budget deficit would be required to sustain full employment.
An early advocate of the view that budget deficits should be used (as required) to reach and sustain full employment was Kalecki (1944) . He discussed "three ways to full employment" in terms of government spending and subsidies to mass consumption (leading to a budget deficit), stimulation of private investment and redistribution (consideration of the foreign trade sector was left for another paper in the same volume of essays). He argued that there were limits on the stimulation of private investment for aggregate demand purposes but that the other methods were capable of securing a level of aggregate demand consistent with full employment. Thus manipulation of aggregate demand can take the form of fiscal policy (via budget deficits) and influencing savings and investment behavior. But Kalecki also argued that "the gap to be covered
[to stimulate aggregate demand to reach full employment] may be so large that public investment 26/11/13 will soon become entirely, or at least nearly, useless. In such a case it would be absurd to restrict the government spending program to public investment when a higher standard of living can be achieved by devoting a part of this spending to increasing consumption. The general principle must be that social priorities decide the nature of the government's spending programme" (Kalecki 1944, 368) . He also argued that "the proper role of private investment is to provide tools for the production of consumption goods, and not to provide enough work to employ all available labor..... Both public and private investment should be carried out only to the extent to which they are considered useful. If the effective demand thus generated fails to provide full employment, the gap should be filled by increasing consumption and not by piling up unwanted public or private capital equipment" (Kalecki 1944, 371) . Whilst the general aim is to achieve full employment, there are different ('three') ways of reaching the general objective, and the balance between the different ways depends on social priorities. Further the achievement of full employment may be hampered by inflationary pressures, though "inflation will only result if effective demand increases so much that a general scarcity of labor or equipment (or both) arises" (Kalecki 1944, 361) .
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The ELR proposals differ from previous ones such as those made by Kalecki in two respects.
First, the ELR provides a mechanism for the continuous achievement of high levels of employment: a person made unemployed today is promised a job immediately. The proposals of Kalecki would be to seek to forecast the levels of government expenditure and taxation (say for the year ahead) required for high levels of employment. But the forecasts may go awry and government plans may not come to full fruition. The use of the term 'employer of last resort' and the analogy with the Central bank as 'lender of last resort' suggests that ELR jobs would be immediately available to anyone who would be otherwise unemployed.
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Second, the 'make work' component of employment is provided at the 'base wage'. 'Mainline' public sector jobs pay wages which correspond to the skills required, and bear some relationship with pay for comparable jobs in the private sector. 7 Further, it is because the output of a 'mainline' public sector job is deemed worthwhile by the government that the job is provided.
For the ELR jobs, whilst the 'output' of the job is (generally) beneficial, the job is provided to mop up unemployment rather than for the benefits of the output. If there were a high level of employment because of high private sector demand, then the ELR jobs would not be provided.
But the 'mainline' public sector jobs would be provided in general whatever the level of private sector demand.
The ELR proposals have the advantage of providing a fiscal 'fine tuning' whereby jobs are always available, though this is subject to doubts raised below on the availability of appropriate jobs. It has the disadvantage that these jobs are provided at the basic wage only. Further jobs are provided in order to 'mop up' unemployment, rather than to let "social priorities decide the nature of the government's spending programme" (Kalecki 1944, 368) .
It can be noted that "in Lerner's functional finance approach to government spending, full employment is the abolition of all unemployment up to frictional unemployment. In Lerner's model, frictional unemployment consists of what is now known as 'frictional unemployment' and structural unemployment. Functional finance, according to Lerner (1951, 192) is ineffective in solving what is commonly referred today as structural and frictional unemployment" (Kadmos and O'Hara 2000, 11) . Further, "Abba Lerner considers the difference between structural and cyclical unemployment to be paramount when discussing the relevance of functional finance" (Kadmos and O'Hara 2000, 11) .
Now consider unemployment at any time to be composed of demand-deficient, frictional (search) and structural unemployment (recognizing that in practice it would be difficult to precisely identify each component and that they may overlap). The ELR scheme seeks to remove demanddeficient unemployment through the provision of the required aggregate demand, albeit that this demand is focused on ELR jobs. Frictional unemployment is apparently removed, but only through search now being undertaken by ELR workers rather than those registered as unemployed. There is a sense in which structural unemployment is addressed. Take an example where unemployment in a small geographical area is high through a recent closure of a major employer. The area may lack sufficient effective productive capacity to employ all available workers, and many may possess skills which were relevant to the (now ex-) major employer but not to other employers. Unemployment in this area could be said to be structural. An ELR scheme would seek to provide jobs (at the basic wage) in that area and in that respect remove structural unemployment. Structural unemployment could be seen as arising from a combination of a lack of capacity and inappropriate skill mix : the ELR 'solution' appears to be to provide employment which does not require any capacity or any skill !
Finance and money
The roles of finance and money in ELR proposals are well described in the following. "The government is obliged to run a budget deficit in order to provide the state money to meet all tax obligations as well as meeting the hoarding needs of households and banks" (Kadmos and O'Hara 2000, 7) . "The critical point is that ELR will be funded through TDM [tax driven money].
Because the government can print and spend legal tender that the public is willing to exchange for goods and services, government spending can never be restrained. The government is in a position to hire all unemployed workers at any price it chooses, financing this labor force by 26/11/13 printing as much money as required that will achieve full employment" (Kadmos and O'Hara 2000, 10, emphasis in original) .
Thus, it is asserted that government expenditure can be (and is) financed by 'printing money' (the creation of HPM). The difference between the HPM issued by the government to pay for its expenditure less that which is taken back by government in the form of taxation, and the amount of HPM which the private sector wishes to hold, is assumed to be drawn back by the government through the sale of bonds. The tax driven money (TDM) approach envisages that the short-term rate of interest is set by the Central Bank or government, and bonds are sold at a closely related rate of interest. It is further argued that "the interest rate on government bonds can be any rate above zero desired by the central bank" (Wray 1998b, 2) and that "monetary policy would recognize that its role is to establish the short -term interest rate …." (Wray 1988b, 19) This approach is justified on the basis that "in the real world, however, we have not seen a situation in which the Post-Civil War US government has offered dollars to buy goods and services without drawing forth some goods and services which indicates that the nongovernment sector's desire to net hoard (HPM plus bonds) has never been reached" (Wray 2001, 20) .
If the rate of interest on bonds can be set at any level above zero, then from the perspective of the financial costs to the government it should be set close to zero. This removes any issue of the explosion of government debt since the condition for the ratio of government debt to GDP to converge and not grow continuously (for a given primary deficit) is that the growth rate of GDP exceeds the (post tax, real) rate of interest on government borrowing. This would clearly be satisfied with a very low rate of interest.
It is clearly right to say that government does not face a financing constraint in the sense that government can always create HPM to pay for its expenditure plans. The government must offer 26/11/13 a sufficient amount of HPM to make it profitable for the supplier to provide the service, but the government can always 'print' sufficient money. It is also the case that the government can sell bonds (and other financial instruments) to the public and thereby drain off some of the HPM which it has created. However, the concerns which are raised about the way in which government deficit is funded (that is the degree to which HPM has been created and the degree to which HPM has been drained off through bonds) arise from the consequences of that funding. For example, a monetarist would surely argue that governments can and do 'print' money to finance a budget deficit, and then argue that the spending by the public which is induced by the increase in the stock of money is inflationary.
To illustrate, suppose the government decides to 'fund' its budget deficit largely by money creation, such that G -T = DMd + DMe + DB where DMd is the private sector (additional) demand for HPM, DMe is the difference between the money issued by the government and the private sector demand for HPM ('excess' money) and DB is the bonds sold by the government.
This could arise, for example, if the government decides to sell only a small amount of bonds, or to offer bonds for sale at an interest rate at which there is little demand for bonds. The equation refers to the ex post outcome, but one which has been influenced by government's decisions.
In the next period, the private sector has 'surplus' (HPM) money with which to pay taxes. In a closed economy, G -T is, of course, equal to S -I ; hence S = I + DMd + DMe + DB, and savings are held in the form of (direct and indirect) lending to firms (to finance investment), The increase in HPM which is involved is not a trivial amount. The ratio of M0/GDP in the UK is less than 4 per cent, and hence a budget deficit of 2 per cent of GDP which is HPM funded would involve a 50 per cent increase in HPM (within a year).
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One possible outcome is that the increased private sector demand is inflationary (with unemployment falling below the equivalent of the NAIRU), and that inflation continues until prices have risen sufficiently to reduce holdings of HPM to their initial real level. This would be nothing more than the monetarist story where an injection of HPM leads to inflation. Another possible outcome is that the 'excess' money remains in existence and continues to stimulate private sector demand. In such a case, one is tempted to say that the government should resort to the use of Friedman's helicopter (cf. Friedman, 1956 ) and drop money from the skies which would have much the same effect as having to set up the ELR scheme ! However, it could be argued that the 'excess' HPM is held as part of savings and hence the public's intention is that it is not spent. But the asset portfolio of the public is unbalanced -that is the public is then holding more HPM money than it would wish to do so (since money is a barren asset yielding no interest) and less private sector assets (which do yield a return) than it would wish. This would seem to be a recipe for asset price inflation, as individuals seek to acquire private sector assets in exchange for HPM.
"To the extent that 'printing money' creates excess liquidity, the final equilibrium involves this undesired liquidity having been exchanged for some form of interest-bearing securities. To that extent, the injection of outside money, which at first glance appears to 'fund' the expenditure, in the end is substituted in part (almost certainty in very large part) for government securities, so that the final financing instrument is (in part) securities" (Aspromougos 2000, 149) .
Some writings on the ELR suggest that aggregate demand (outside the ELR sector) does influence the rate of inflation. "For example, countercyclical fiscal policy and monetary policy still can be used if desired in an attempt to manipulate private sector demand … to achieve greater price stability" (Wray 1998b, 177) . A low rate of interest can be presumed to boost 26/11/13 aggregate demand (though it may be debatable to what extent it would), which in turn would boost the rate of inflation. The size of ELR employment would thereby be reduced but there would be inflationary pressures in the rest of the economy.
There would be no disagreement that government can always 'print' money to pay for its expenditures : more expenditure requires more money to be 'printed'. It is also agreed that ex post the budget deficit equals DM + DB, though the precise causation and timing involved in reaching this ex post outcome may be a source of debate. The questions are then, first, whether the division between change in HPM and change in bonds matters for subsequent economic events. It is argued here that it does : if DM exceeds what the public wishes to hold, it will spill over into increased spending and/or increased demand for other financial assets. The second question is whether the government (Central Bank) can secure whatever interest rate (on bonds)
that it wishes. It is clear that the Central Bank decides upon some form of discount rate (repo rate, Fed funds rate) which influences the general level and structure of interest rates. But to decide upon is not to have discretion to set them at any level, nor to be able to ignore the consequences of setting them at particular levels. The ELR advocates appear to slide from the proposition that the Central Bank decides upon some key lending rate to the proposition that the Central Bank can set the rate of interest on bonds at any level it wishes. The question can be raised as to whether in an economy with a rate of profit of say 10 per cent, and financial assets issued which yield comparable rates of return, it would be possible to sell bonds at say 0.5 per cent.
Costs of ELR proposals
This section reviews the estimates of the costs (in terms of increased budget deficits) which would be associated with the introduction of an ELR scheme. King (2001) notes that "almost all 26/11/13 projections of the government expenditure required to implement ELR imply that its impact on aggregate demand would be small, verging on minimal…. In 1986 Minsky estimated the cost of public sector employment for two million workers at an annual wage of $7,000 with an extra $3,000 in overhead and material costs, at $20 billion, or 0.55 percent of GNP (Minsky 1986, 310-312) . Ten years later, the institutional economist Wendell Gordon calculated the costs of employing eight million unemployed workers at $4.75 an hour, to be $81 billion gross, or $41 billion net of savings in dole payments. 8 … Wray's own estimates, for buffer stock employment of slightly more than 8 million, are between $25 and $50 billion net, or more than $100 billion gross (Wray, 1998b, 129) . For Australia, Mitchell and Watts (1997) arrived at a net cost of A$7.4 billion to reduce unemployment to a (frictional) 2 percent of the labor force; this was approximately 1.4 percent of GDP at the time but, as Mitchell later observed, it was an overstatement since it ignored 'the multiplier effects from the rising incomes of buffer-stock workers' (Mitchell 1998, 549) . The estimates of Mitchell and Watts are based on a 'living wage' of A$400 a week subject to 25 per cent tax rate with 20 per cent 'oncosts' to cover materials, administration etc.. Wooden in discussion of Mitchell and Watts argues that 'their costs largely ignore the capital, organizational and administrative costs that this scheme will require" (Wooden 1997, 446) .
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Some of these gross estimates are clearly too low in that the only costs which are included are the direct labor costs of the ELR workers. Wray, for example, derives his estimates by multiplying the ELR wage by the number of workers involved, thus assuming that there are no further costs involved such as material costs, costs of capital equipment and costs of supervisory labor. These costs are likely to be substantial and raise the cost estimates significantly (perhaps of the order of doubling them). It should also be stressed that the estimates are based on all ELR jobs paying the thousands were seeking a job of whom 1,390 were available for work and regarded as unemployed. Thus, those wanting a job were 2.6 times the number regarded as unemployed.
However, Wray argues that "nothing of substance would change in our analysis even if costs were two or three times greater (or half as much) -economically it would not matter, although it might matter politically" (Wray 1998b, 129) . The reason it would not matter economically is that what is viewed as the 'cost' to the government comes in the form of an increase in the budget 26/11/13 deficit : but since Wray argues that any deficit can be financed (by suitable increase in stock of money) then the size of the deficit is economically unimportant.
The consequences of ELR proposals for budget deficits can, in one sense, be simply estimated.
From the well-known national income accounts identity quoted above, the (overall) required budget deficit (G -T) is equal to (S -I) + (M -X), where the two latter terms are calculated at full employment. The aggregate demand 'problem' can be viewed in terms of an excess of (ex ante) savings over investment at full employment ; the government then must run a deficit to mop up those excess savings if full employment is to be assured (the argument can be modified for an open economy). If it is accepted that a budget deficit (i.e. the use of functional finance) is required for aggregate demand consistent with high levels of employment, then there is the question of what form should government expenditure and taxation take. 10 The ELR approach is that a significant part of government expenditure should be provided by ELR jobs (at the basic wage). But why restrict the form of government expenditure in this way ? Full employment demand could also be reached through expansion of other forms of government expenditure or reduction of taxation. The 'cost' would be much the same as with the ELR scheme -a budget deficit sufficient to mop up the excess savings of the private sector which would be generated at full employment. In effect, the 'costs' of any public sector employment generation program designed to achieve full employment is the size of the budget deficit which is required to sustain full employment income. The size of this budget deficit is then determined by net private savings and balance of trade position at full employment, rather than by the composition of public expenditure and taxation. As the net savings and trade position fluctuate during the course of the business cycle, so would the size of the budget deficit required to secure full employment.
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However, the use of 'mainstream' public sector jobs to boost aggregate demand would add more to national income than ELR jobs do in that the 'mainstream' jobs provide a greater output than ELR jobs. Hence full employment income would be higher and, to the extent to which savings are higher, a somewhat larger budget deficit would result.
The attraction of ELR schemes appears to be their ability to guarantee full employment.
Variations in 'mainline' public sector jobs or in taxation may aim to provide full employment but that cannot be guaranteed through forecasting errors and implementation delays. Such variations require adjustments to public sector programs and to tax schedules which take time to come into effect. It is debatable how far the ELR approach can overcome those difficulties : job creation under the ELR approach still requires administration, provision of capital equipment and materials etc., leading to some delays in the provision of such jobs.
There remains the question as to whether public expenditure should be used for the sole purpose of job creation. The argument here is that the purpose of public expenditure should be to provide social benefit, though, of course, public expenditure also creates employment. The government may have a role to play in the provision of training and of securing effective re-entry into the labor force -that would be seen as public expenditure undertaken to provide social benefit. If a job in the public sector does not provide some social benefit, then it would be more appropriate to stimulate demand elsewhere in the economy or to reduce working time. Work can always be created which is akin to the 'digging holes and filling them in' variety. But is there any purpose in doing so ? Does the content of ELR jobs matter ? The proponents of ELR have listed many worthwhile jobs which could be undertaken within ELR (as indicated in the next section), though
we question whether such jobs would fit the criteria of an ELR job (readily available, paying 'basic wage', unskilled and requiring little capital equipment).
There would seem to be the underlying view that being employed is beneficial for the individual whereas being unemployed is detrimental. Apart from loss of income, this comes largely in the form of loss of self-respect, demotivation and loss of skills associated with unemployment.
However, work (especially unskilled) is still irksome especially if it is perceived by the employee to be yielding little benefit in terms of what is produced.
Are the jobs available ?
The types of jobs which would be provided by an ELR scheme would have to have some particular characteristics. First, they are jobs which either do not require much skill or which use skills which are widely available in the population (e.g. literacy, ability to drive). Second, the job leads to the production of useful output, but the output is not necessary in that the output is only forthcoming when aggregate demand is low and the ELR jobs are required. Even work on capital projects which has often been used to provide jobs at times of high unemployment) would not fit the ELR requirements. Apart from logistical problems of speeding up or slowing down capital projects depending on the state of aggregate demand, much of the work on capital projects is skilled work for which wages are usually significantly above the minimum wage. Jobs such as those in education, health service, personal social services and care would not be good candidates for ELR jobs. Such jobs may well provide valuable public services, and could be expanded as part of 'mainline' public expenditure. But they do not provide examples of jobs which can be undertaken at the basic wage and only undertaken when there is a low level of demand in the economy, generating requirements for ELR jobs.
Thus it may be observed that there could be jobs created in say care of the elderly. It may further be argued that the government should expand care of the elderly for reasons of the benefits for the elderly and of job creation. However, it would not be acceptable for care of the elderly to 26/11/13 provide ELR jobs, for that would mean that whether care of the elderly is provided would depend on the state of the labor market and on who turns up at the ELR jobs office on a particular day.
When aggregate demand is low, care of the elderly would be provided to generate ELR jobs ; when aggregate demand is high, such care would not be provided since ELR jobs would not be required.
The third requirement is that the ELR jobs would not have to require much capital equipment, material inputs or supervisory labor. As aggregate demand in the economy fluctuates, the requirements for ELR jobs will vary. Those ELR jobs have to be provided virtually instantaneously, for if they are not then someone requiring an ELR job would be unemployed (in reality if not in name). If the capital equipment, material inputs and supervisory labor for a job are not immediately forthcoming (or standing idly by), then this job cannot be 'switched on' to meet ELR job requirements. As an aside, it could be noted that an ELR job which did draw on material inputs to a significant degree would generate demand (for those materials) in the non-ELR sector.
Consider the examples of jobs for the ELR schemes which have been given. Wray (1998b, 142- 3) provides examples of possible ELR jobs : companion (to the elderly), public school classroom assistant, safety monitor, neighbor cleanup/highway cleanup engineers, low-income housing restoration engineers, day care assistants for children of ELR workers, library assistant, environmental safety monitors, ELR artist or musician, community or cultural historian. Whilst there would be benefits from the undertaking of these tasks (which may or may not cover the wages of the ELR workers), these are mainly jobs which require some training and which should not be 'turned on and off' depending on the level of demand in the rest of the economy.
26/11/13 "Numerous service jobs could provide immediate benefit to the society, when filled by BSE
[buffer stock employment] workers. These include urban renewal projects and the environmental and construction schemes (reforestation and construction schemes, river valley erosion control and the like), personal assistance to pensioners, assistance on community sports schemes, and many more" (Mitchell and Watts, 1997, 442) .
"The government must have a range of productive activities, past the planning stage, with which it is in a position to proceed with varying degrees of speed depending on the state of unemployment. These productive activities would involve a mixture of expensive large-scale projects which in many cases might be in concentrated locations (like space exploration or new heavy industries) or pretty well spread out (like the highways upkeep and rejuvenation program or programs for developing the arts and culture" (Gordon 1997, 829) . But government capital projects cannot be started, speeded up or delayed at short notice in order to provide ELR jobs.
Further, the skills required would in many instances be extensive, and the going wage for such jobs would generally be much above any minimum wage level. We have referred above to Gordon's estimates of costs for an ELR scheme, but we would suggest that his estimates (based on job creation at minimum wage levels) do not match with the type of jobs he appears to have in mind.
Forstater (1998) speaks of the "selective use of discretionary public employment", that is worthwhile forms of public employment which can be delayed (or brought forward). These would presumably be mainly capital projects the precise timing of which was not a key element in their provision. Whilst such projects may have a role to play in the provision of worthwhile jobs during a major downturn, here again they would not be able to provide ELR type jobs as and when required.
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It could be argued that the requirements listed above for ELR jobs has taken the ELR proposals too literally and that may be so. However, if ELR is interpreted as saying that the government seeks to provide sufficient worthwhile projects to underpin a high level of employment then it differs little from other schemes to provide sufficient aggregate demand. But those other schemes would recognize that capital equipment and managers are required, and pay the 'going wage' for the jobs provided. The ELR proposals are to provide jobs at the basic wage and on a temporary basis , and those two features are key elements in the proposals. The provision of a job which required significant skills where comparable jobs paid significantly above the 'base rate' would fall outside the ELR as it would undermine the principle that there is a basic wage at which ELR jobs are provided, and which in effect forms the numeraire for the economy. It would also mean that there is an undercutting of wages for 'mainline' public sector jobs.
Some of the jobs provided by ELR schemes are substitutes for 'mainline' public sector employment, and as such threaten to undercut the wages of some public sector workers. Some other jobs provided by ELR schemes would yield output which may be seen as in competition with output which is or could be produced by the private sector. This raises the difficulty on the one hand of how far the jobs provided by ELR would create additional employment, and on the other the resistance of private sector firms to the creation of these type of jobs.
The discussion of ELR has generally been conducted at the macroeconomic, economy wide, level, and has not considered the distribution of unemployment. One notable feature of unemployment is the extent to which it varies between localities. The implication for ELR is that the jobs which are provided at the basic wage are likely to be concentrated in some geographical areas (or amongst particularly groups). Insofar as employment within say a city is concentrated in a few parts of the city, this may not present much of a problem in that transport could be 26/11/13 provided to take those living in areas of high unemployment to jobs which are to be undertaken in other localities. As most of the jobs under ELR are likely to be service jobs, in general those jobs have to be performed where the recipient of the service resides. But where the concentration of unemployment is more regional in nature, then problems for the provision of ELR jobs arise. It may also be asked whether the ELR scheme could cope with the closure of a major local employer ELR jobs would have to be jobs which society (or at least the government) is rather indifferent (at least as to the time at which the jobs are undertaken) as to whether they are undertaken. A job which is created as part of 'mainline' public expenditure has the characteristics of paying the 'going wage' and that the person taking the job has a degree of choice over whether to take that job or another. A job which is created as part of an ELR scheme has the characteristics that it pays the basic wage and that the person taking the job does not have choice. In conclusion, we argue that the ELR proposals require base wage jobs which can be turned on quickly in the face of falls in aggregate demand (for non ELR jobs), and which can be turned off quickly in the face of rises in aggregate demand. Capital projects can to some degree be brought forward to cope with low levels of demand (though not quickly) but cannot generally be delayed once they are underway when demand revives. The volume of jobs fluctuate as aggregate demand varies, and the composition of ELR workers would change as people lose and find other work. It should be 26/11/13 stressed that the price stability arguments of the ELR draws heavily on the notions that ELR jobs are at the basic wage and that ELR workers form a buffer stock. If those arguments are to be accepted, then the ELR jobs have to fit the requirements of the payment of a basic wage and the jobs are be turned on and off as required.
ELR, underemployment and unemployment
In this section we consider how far ELR employment would involve significant elements of underemployment, and also the extent to which such employment in effect constitutes unemployment by another name.
"Essentially, the ELR wage determines the wage of the lowest productivity group -the pool of unskilled and semi-skilled workers during periods of normal demand" (Wray 1998a, 542) . How does this wage compare with the productivity of the workers involved ? There are some obvious difficulties in measuring the output of ELR workers (akin to the problems of measuring any public sector output). It could be further argued that the overall benefits of ELR work include more than the output involved, and include training received, the maintenance of work habits etc.. Brushing aside the problems of measurement, we consider some of the issues which arise.
Label the wage of ELR workers as w, actual productivity of the ELR worker as q, and the potential productivity of the ELR worker (in 'mainstream' employment) as Q (which takes into account the skills of ELR workers which are assumed to be underutilized in the ELR job).
A number of possible outcomes (which are not mutually exclusive) now arise. One clear possibility is that q < Q, so that the ELR worker could produce more in another (more appropriate) job than in an ELR job. The lower productivity in the ELR job may arise from a mis-match between the skills and abilities of an ELR worker and the job undertaken. In general, this will be the case since ELR jobs are low skill, low productivity jobs. In such a case, 26/11/13 underemployment replaces unemployment. The lower productivity may arise from lack of any incentives or pressures for the ELR worker to undertake much effort. Some financial penalties for low effort could be put into place. For example: "ELR will require that one show up for work more or less on time; beyond that requirements would have to be made almost on a case-by-case arrangement. … Discipline would be maintained primarily by the promise of promotion to more desirable ELR jobs, and eventually, to private sector employment. In the worst case, some workers might be so irresponsible that their employment would be day-by-day, or even hour-byhour with a cash payment for a specified amount of time spent on the job. …. ELR workers could be fired from their jobs for just cause; there could be conditions placed on re-hiring (for example, the fired worker might have to wait for 3 days -without pay -before re-hiring; the penalty could be increased for subsequent firings)" (Wray, 1998b, 144-5) . But it would seem likely that the incentives for high levels of work effort will be rather less in ELR jobs than in 'mainline' employment.
A second possibility is that w < q ; the ELR employment is here being undertaken on the cheap, with productivity exceeding wages. If the job undertaken by an ELR worker or a similar one is already undertaken in the public sector, then the ELR scheme may lead to a lowering of wages in the public sector. This may depend on the institutional setting but clearly would place some downward pressure on public sector wages.
A third possibility is that w > q : ELR workers are paid more than they produce. The question arises as to whether the output of the ELR worker is valued by others : it may be valued by national income accountants but not by the general public. If it is not valued by others, it is as though the ELR worker is producing nothing : they are paid a wage which gives them a claim on the production of others, but reduces what is available for others. If the output is valued, it can 26/11/13 still be asked how w -q compares with b (the level of unemployment benefits). It has been argued that unemployment has an inflationary element in that the unemployed are producing nothing but are able to make claims on the rest of the economy (financed by the payment of unemployment benefits). However, a similar argument applies here, namely that if w > q , then the ELR workers are making net claims on the rest of the economy (equal to w -q). Furthermore, it could be the case that the net claims made by ELR workers on the rest of the economy are greater than those currently made by the unemployed. This could be viewed as beneficial on equity grounds since those who gain are relatively lowly paid.
There are two other respects in which ELR employment may be akin to disguised unemployment.
First, in some formulations of the ELR, ELR workers are given time and help in searching for other work. "A less extreme change would allow newly unemployed workers the option of engaging in full-time job search in the ELR program for a specific period of time, for example, for a period of six weeks" (Wray 1998b, 127) . A footnote to this sentence adds, "In contrast to the current unemployment compensation system …., ELR can require that the six weeks will be spent doing specific full-time search activities (reporting to an office to make phone calls, prepare a 'cv', attend job interviews, obtain job search training, and so on)" (Wray 1998b, 150) .
The unemployed also search for work (and are often given 'encouragement' to do so), and there would be little difference between search by an ELR worker and an unemployed person.
Second, there is likely to be an element of 'frictional' unemployment within the ELR scheme: the ability of the managers of ELR to provide work instantaneously may be doubted, and there are likely to be delays between a person losing a job (in the non-ELR sector) and being provided with a job within the ELR sector. Some who are registered as being on an ELR scheme may not in practice be provided with a job.
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Unemployment is subject to considerable turnover, and the stock of the unemployed is subject to To illustrate the significance of these figures, let us suppose that the same pattern would be repeated under an ELR scheme. One implication is that to the extent to which ELR provides some job-specific training, then much of that training would be of little benefit to the ELR worker or to future employers. Of course, the ELR job might provide some general training that could be transferred to other jobs. If say 50 per cent leave ELR work within 2 months, then any job-specific training would be put to little use. Another implication is that if the ELR scheme An ELR scheme would involve jobs in or for the public sector which have some similarities with jobs already undertaken by public sector workers. There would, though, not be direct substitution of ELR jobs for 'mainline' public sector jobs in that there would have to be a net creation of jobs.
However, there clearly would be issues arising in so far as workers on ELR jobs perform similar tasks to worker on 'mainline' public sector jobs but at considerably lower wages.
The relationship between ELR employment and the laws governing employment contract appears not to have been discussed within the ELR literature. We would assume that an ELR job would be covered by employment law. However, one intention of the ELR scheme is that ELR employment is akin to a buffer stock, and this would imply that an ELR worker can be readily 'bid away' from the buffer stock into 'mainline' employment. This implies that the ELR worker could leave at, literally, a moment's notice : that is, there would be no obligation for an ELR worker to have to provide the employer with any notification that they were moving on. Indeed in the nature of the ELR proposals it would be detrimental if notice had to be given.
It is also the case that the ELR proposals are to provide some work for those who would otherwise be unemployed : but it is any job rather than a specified job. Thus the employment contract governing ELR workers would presumably be of the form that anything could be required of the ELR worker.
The ELR proposals have been discussed as though all paid employment was on a full-time basis,
and no consideration appears to have been given to the implications that much employment is on a part-time basis. 13 It has not , for example, been specified whether part-time work would be provided through an ELR scheme, and if so on what basis. Yet if part-time work was not provided, then those losing a part-time job would find themselves without any income. It could also be argued that a person currently working part-time in the private sector should be eligible for an ELR job on the basis that such a person may be currently underemployed (and seeking to work on a full-time basis). The consideration of part-time work is not central to an ELR scheme, but does introduce further questions concerning the availability of jobs for an ELR scheme, the heterogeneity of workers and the cost of an ELR scheme. Mitchell and Watts (1997, p.443) indicate that "the unemployment benefits scheme would be abolished." In the absence of any 'safety net', the stringency of the application of rules governing which jobs have to be accepted would substantially affect the nature of an ELR program. But the 'buffer stock' notion of the ELR scheme would be much undermined if individuals could choose which ELR jobs to do and which not to do (without penalty).
Unless the ELR scheme worked perfectly in the sense that jobs were always available at a moment's notice, then some form of unemployment benefit scheme would still be required. This could, of course, take the form of requiring the unemployed to turn up at a designated place, receive the ELR wage (and then go home or sit at the ELR office).
The possible abolition of unemployment benefits (and in effect replacement by an ELR scheme) raises the issue of who would be required to undertake ELR employment (or otherwise receive no income) and who would, in effect be exempt (and receive forms of income support from the State). It would be presumed, for example, that those deemed incapacitated would receive some form of income support (invalidity benefit and the like), and not be required to take an ELR job.
ELR, the NAIRU and inflation
Any proposals to secure high levels of employment runs into the charge that they would be inflationary, and the ELR proposals are no exception. There are two types of reason why the ELR proposals may be seen as inflationary. First, the creation of ELR jobs involves deficit spending and the creation of HPM, which can be seen as generating inflation. 14 The arguments concerning money and deficits have been examined above, and are not further discussed here.
Second, the level of unemployment achieved could be below a supply-side determined inflation barrier : for example the NAIRU (non accelerating inflation rate of unemployment). In this discussion we will use the term NAIRU, though it should be interpreted as the general notion that there may be supply-side constraints on the achievement of full employment. Thus, it could be argued that the ELR would lead to accelerating inflation, since unemployment would fall well below the NAIRU level.
The main response from the advocates of ELR has been to compare those employed on the ELR to a 'buffer stock' from which employers can draw when labor is required (as further discussed in the next section). Thus the stock of unemployed under present policies and the stock of ELR employees are viewed as analogous. In both cases they form an available pool of labor, and in both cases employers would have to pay more than those in the pool receive (more than unemployment benefits in the case of unemployed, 'base wage' in case of ELR employees). The 26/11/13 ELR scheme is viewed as preferable to unemployed on benefits in that the ELR scheme involves people being in work, retaining attachment to the work force etc..
The analysis of how the introduction of an ELR scheme could impact on the level of employment in the private sector can depend on how inflation barriers to full employment are conceptualized.
The NAIRU (non accelerating inflation rate of unemployment) is the best known expression of an inflation barrier, but there are different conceptualizations of the NAIRU, three of which are mentioned here. The first is that the level of the NAIRU reflects various imperfections in the labor market and the second is that the NAIRU is the level of unemployment which disciplines workers sufficiently to hold real wages in check. A third is that the NAIRU corresponds to a lack of productive capacity to provide non-inflationary full employment.
Considering the first mentioned conceptualization of the NAIRU, it could be argued that the institutional arrangements, laws governing the labor market and 'imperfections' of the labor market would be unaffected by the introduction of an ELR scheme. But the argument is made that the ELR workers are a more effective supply of labor to the private sector than unemployed workers are. "The buffer stock employees are more attractive [to potential employers] than when they were unemployed, not least because they will have basic work skills, like punctuality, intact" (Mitchell 1998, 551) .
The second conceptualization of the NAIRU can be examined through Figure 1 in which the pcurve reflects the price, wage and employment decisions of firms and the w-curve the wage determination process (drawn from Sawyer, 1999 Figure 1 ). When the w-curve is based on efficiency wage considerations (and the drive by firms to extract effort from workers), then the position of the w-curve depends on the level of unemployment benefits. Workers' effort is viewed as depending on actual real wages relative to an alternative income which is based on the 26/11/13 unemployment rate and unemployment benefits. with the introduction of an ELR scheme, the alternative income would be based on the wages paid to ELR workers and the proportion of workers in ELR employment. Under the assumption that a job with an ELR wage is perceived as better than unemployment on benefits, then the alternative income is higher, and in effect the wcurve shifts upwards following the introduction of an ELR/JG scheme. In general this would be seen to lead to a lower level of private sector employment.
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A similar conclusion is reached by Kriesler and Halevi (2001) when they state the following. "In the advent of inflation, without the [ELR] scheme, people dropping from employment to unemployment reduce inflationary pressure both by reducing demand and by reducing the militancy of the labor force (like the reserve army). With a 'buffer' scheme, people will drop from employment to 'buffer' employment. Since the loss in wages and status, etc. is much reduced, this means that more people will have to change state in such a scheme. NAIBER (the "Non-accelerating inflation buffer employment share, (which) is the ratio of buffer stock employment to total employment that is required to stabilize inflation" (Mitchell 1998 547n) must be higher than NAIRU. This means that there is a clear opportunity cost of the scheme.
Namely, that x per cent of the labor force, where x percent = NAIBER -NAIRU, will now be in 'buffer' employment whereas previously they were 'fully' employed." (pp.77-8). would not contribute to the productive capacity of the private sector. The NAIRU is generally interpreted as an inflation barrier to high levels of employment arising from constraints and imperfections in the labor market. I have argued elsewhere (Sawyer, 2002) that the constraints arise from lack of productive capacity (and that aggregate demand has a key role to play). When 26/11/13 consideration is given not only to the scale of aggregate productive capacity but also to its geographical distribution, then it is argued that this view of the NAIRU is a formulation of a structuralist view of inflation. "It is thus evident that a prerequisite of full employment is a proper relation between existing equipment and available labor. The volume of equipment must be adequate to employ the available labor and still allow for reserve capacities. If the maximum capacity of equipment is inadequate to absorb the available labor, as will be the case in backward countries, the immediate achievement of full employment is clearly hopeless. If the reserve capacities are non-existent or insufficient, the attempt to secure full employment in the short run may easily lead to inflationary tendencies in large sections of the economy, because the structure of equipment does not necessarily match the structure of demand" (Kalecki 1944, 361-2) .
We have to consider a number of different possible scenarios. Consider first the case where the NAIRU is unaffected by the introduction of the ELR : that is not to say that the NAIRU is a constant over time or place but rather that the ELR does not itself lead to a change in the NAIRU.
The NAIRU would need to be relabeled, as full employment would be ensured by the ELR (subject to caveats expressed elsewhere in this paper) : following Mitchell (1998) and Mosler (2001) this can be called the NAIBER, the non-accelerating inflation buffer employment ratio. We use the term private employment to describe employment outside of the ELR scheme : this is a shorthand term as such employment includes private sector and public sector employment. It is that employment which is generated by aggregate demand but is not than directly attributable to the ELR scheme. Whatever the level of private employment is, the ELR employment would be the balancing item to yield full employment. When actual private employment is at the NAIBER, the ELR employment would seem to be equal to the NAIRU (though ELR employment may draw people into the work force, and the extent of ELR 26/11/13 employment may then be greater than the measured NAIRU using current measures of unemployment).
As aggregate demand fluctuates so will the level of private employment, and (if the NAIRU approach is relevant) then inflation would also fluctuate. High levels of aggregate demand (such that private employment leaves the buffer stock employment below the NAIBER) would be inflationary, and presumably would be dealt with in the way in which demand inflation is currently approached, that is by deflating aggregate demand for private employment.
"Countercyclical fiscal and monetary policy still can be used if desired in an attempt to manipulate private sector demand (and the size of the ELR pool) to achieve greater price stability" (Wray 1998b, 177) .
However, the presence of ELR adds to (private) aggregate demand in two ways : the wages paid to ELR workers are spent and the demand for materials and the support staff add to the level of aggregate demand. This additional aggregate demand would raise demand above the NAIRU level, thereby giving an inflationary push.
Now consider whether the NAIRU may change under the impact of the ELR scheme. The argument is put that the ELR workers are a more effective supply of labor (to the non ELR sector) than unemployed workers are. In this way the ELR would mean that the NAIBER is lower than the NAIRU. This assumes that the NAIRU is in effect a labor market phenomenon, depending on the skills and work attitudes of those not in 'mainline' employment.
The difference in size between the NAIBER and the NAIRU would depend on the precise nature of the ELR scheme and the nature of the unemployment benefit system which it replaced. For example, an ELR scheme which required constant attendance at ELR employment with little scope for job search, little opportunity for training, and demoralizing low skill jobs replacing an 26/11/13 unemployment benefit scheme which provided help with job search and encouraged training, may well lead to a worsening of the situation such that the NAIBER is greater than the NAIRU.
A third possibility is that there is no NAIRU, so that the achievement of full employment (with or without ELR) does not involve inflationary pressures. The achievement of full employment is then simply (!) a matter of sufficient aggregate demand.
Unemployment as a buffer stock : ELR workers as industrial reserve army.
Unemployment can be envisaged in many ways, and various analogies be drawn. In the neoclassical literature, unemployment may be treated as a choice, akin to taking of leisure. The industrial reserve army is a well-known phrase used to 'describe' unemployment. In the discussions on the unemployment and workers in a ELR scheme have been described as a buffer stock. "In a sense, ELR allows government to "make a market in labor" by establishing a "buffer stock of labor" as it stands ready to "buy" unemployed labor at a fixed price or to "sell" (provide it non-ELR employers) at a mark-up. As is the case in all buffer stock schemes, that commodity used as a buffer stock is always fully employed. It also always has a very stable price…" (Wray 1998a, 542) . It may be debatable as to whether wheat held in a grain store as a buffer stock can be described as 'fully employed'.
In the usual buffer stock approach, in any time period there is a difference between the flow demand and the flow supply, and the difference is absorbed by a change in the buffer stock. In that context, buffer stock schemes have suffered from the problems of holding sufficient stock to accommodate fluctuations in demand (and indeed supply) and setting a price which is compatible with a broad balance between demand and supply over the course of the cycle (for otherwise stocks tend to cumulate or decumulate). In the case of labor, unemployment could be viewed as the difference between the flow demand for labor and the flow supply, and hence could be seen 26/11/13 as a buffer flow. However, the terminology is confused in that unemployment can be treated as a stock into which there are inflows and outflows. But whatever the terminology, the ELR scheme is viewed as seeking to absorb the difference between (private) demand for labor and the supply of labor.
In the usual buffer stock approach, in any time period there is a difference between the flow demand and the flow supply, and the difference is absorbed by a change in the buffer stock. In that context, buffer stock schemes have suffered from the problems of holding sufficient stock to accommodate fluctuations in demand (and indeed supply) and setting a price which is compatible with a broad balance between demand and supply over the course of the cycle (for otherwise stocks tend to cumulate or decumulate). In the case of labor, unemployment could be viewed as the difference between the flow demand for labor and the flow supply, and hence could be seen as a buffer flow. However, the terminology is confused in that unemployment can be treated as a stock into which there are inflows and outflows. But whatever the terminology, the ELR scheme is viewed as seeking to absorb the difference between (private) demand for labor and the supply of labor.
The concept of a buffer stock is generally applied to a homogenous product with a uniform price.
Labor is far from homogenous, and the ELR would set a price floor for all types of labor, but one which would only directly effect the price of unskilled labor. The ELR scheme and the unemployment benefits are comparable in setting a numeraire and for the operation of a buffer stock. The term 'buffer stock' of ELR employment may though give a false impression of the stability of ELR employment (and of unemployment). The stock of unemployment is in constant flux both in terms of quantity and composition.
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The 'buffer stock' nature of ELR employment is seen to generate price stability. "Price stability would be maintained by paying these 'buffer stock' employees the award minimum" (Mitchell and Watts 1997, 441) . But "from time to time, there will be pressure for an upward revision of the BPSW [basic public sector wage]. As the overall price level will not be held constant, and as there may be substantial forces in modern capitalist economies that generate trend increases of the price level, it is possible for the 'real' (inflation-adjusted) BPSW to fall over timegenerating a need for an adjustment. In addition, there will be obvious pressures by labor to raise the BPSW -just as there are pressures currently to increase the minimum wage. When the government raises the BPSW, this in effect devalues the currency by redefining the amount of services that must be provided to the government to obtain the means of paying taxes. …. Again, other wages (and prices) will also adjust upwards to reflect the devaluation -but there is no reason to suppose that this will be 'inflationary'. Rather than 'causing inflation', the devaluation will merely take account of inflation that results from factors that have little to do with the ELR policy" (Wray 1998a, 136) .
"Thus ELR could provide something similar to 'unemployment compensation', but would differ from the current program in three significant ways. First, coverage could be universal (for example, all newly unemployed would qualify, regardless of the reason for unemployment); second, the job search would be more closely monitored and assisted … ; and third, the 'unemployment compensation would be equalized" (Wray 1998b, 127 ).
These differences between benefits paid to the unemployed and a wage paid for employment in an ELR scheme may be significant and point to some advantages for the ELR over unemployment benefits. However, whether these would constitute advantages depend on the design of the ELR and of the current unemployment benefits scheme. In a range of countries, 26/11/13 agencies closely monitor the unemployed and assist in job search. However, the point to be made here is a conceptual similarity between unemployment compensation and ELR : both provide a buffer stock for the labor market, and both provide a 'floor' for wages. It may be that a worker in the ELR scheme would 'deteriorate' less than one in an unemployment compensation scheme, and in that sense the ELR may provide a 'better' buffer stock arrangement than unemployment compensation. It may be that the ELR provides a 'clearer' floor to wages than does unemployment compensation. However, the way in which conceptually unemployment benefits provide a numeraire for the economy can be seen in some models of the NAIRU; for example, Sawyer (2002) provides a model of the NAIRU in which wages are set relative to the level of unemployment benefits, and prices are set relative to wages. The level of unemployment benefits becomes in effect the numeraire of the economy (wages are set relative to unemployment benefits, prices are set relative to wages).
In present circumstances, a government hires workers at wages which are set by government (though influenced by private sector prices). There are then multiple prices at which a government hires labor, and it may get the relative prices wrong (in the sense that labor of type A is readily available at the wage a but labor of type B is not so available at wage b). If a government hired on the basis of a fixed base wage (b) for unskilled labor and then set all other wages that it paid at multiples of b, depending on some skill factor multiplier, would that differ from an ELR system with respect to price stability ? The government may find that its 'multipliers' have to be adjusted but provided it maintained the base wage, then it would not contribute to inflation.
Thus contrary to the claim in the title of Wray (1998a) , the ELR scheme does not give stable prices. It may be no more inflationary than the current arrangements, but also no less inflationary.
If the ELR could achieve stable prices by providing a fixed nominal anchor, then so could the present arrangements through the device of fixing unemployment compensation levels (or the minimum wage).
Unemployment, viewed as an 'industrial reserve army', which "during the periods of stagnation and average prosperity weighs down the active army of workers: during periods of overproduction and feverish activity, it puts a curb on their pretensions" (Marx, 1867 (Marx, , 1976 , serves to discipline workers. Kalecki (1943) argued that even though it was realized that a high level of employment required a high level of aggregate demand, and the government now had the techniques to secure a high level of demand, nevertheless substantial political obstacles to the achievement of full employment remained. In sum, Kalecki argued that full employment is unlikely to be sustainable because of the loss of "discipline in the factories" and "political stability". He continued by arguing that capitalism could only secure full employment with "fundamental reforms". More recently, the models of authors such as Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984) and Bowles and Boyer (1988) suggest that the achievement of full employment is precluded because of the effects on worker effort and thereby on labor productivity. Specifically, Shapiro and Stiglitz postulate that effort and labor productivity would fall to zero under conditions of full employment as the cost of job loss falls to zero.
When unemployment is viewed in this way, the ELR proposals would retain a cost of job loss in that wages and working conditions in the ELR sector would be relatively low. The ELR proposals would do nothing to change the role of the cost of job loss. This would imply that the cost of job loss would have to remain unchanged to achieve particular levels of work effort and inflationary pressures. The cost of job loss arises from a combination of the difference between current earnings and unemployment benefits and the expected duration of unemployment. Under 26/11/13 ELR proposals the cost of job loss would be the difference between non-ELR earnings and ELR earnings and the expected duration of ELR employment. Insofar as ELR earnings were perceived as higher than the current levels of unemployment benefits (after adjustment for work related costs), then the expected duration of ELR employment would have to be higher than the expected duration of unemployment under prevailing circumstances to generate the same costs of job loss.
Conclusion
One of the barriers to the achievement of a high level of employment is undoubtedly a lack of sufficient aggregate demand. The provision of sufficient aggregate demand is a necessary though not sufficient condition for the achievement of high levels of employment. As I have argued elsewhere (Sawyer, 1995, Arestis and Sawyer, 1998) there are other barriers to high employment, notably lack of productive capacity, inflation barriers, and balance of trade constraints, as well as political and intellectual constraints. The ELR addresses only the issue of insufficient aggregate demand, and not the other limitations. Further, it attacks the insufficiency of aggregate demand in a very particular way. There are other ways of tackling the aggregate demand problem, including increases in 'mainline' public expenditure, reduced taxation, stimulus for investment and of consumption. It has been argued here that these other measures form the basis of securing high levels of aggregate demand. There are well-known difficulties with the fine tuning of aggregate demand, and the measures mentioned may be viewed more in terms of 'coarse tuning' the economy. The ELR proposals could also be viewed in terms of fine tuning to secure high levels of employment, though doubts have been raised above as to whether it would constitute full employment (rather than underemployment and some unemployment under another name). "Full employment and stable prices are the promised outcome. Best of all, according to the 'taxes drive money' view, it is not going to cost us anything" (Mehrling 2000, 400) . This paper has argued 26/11/13 that it does not offer price stability, though it may offer high levels of employment without any greater inflationary pressures than would prevail otherwise. It has also been argued that it may offer work for all, but this would involve significant underemployment and unemployment under another name. 1 The recent literature includes (in chronological order) Gordon(1997) , Mitchell and Watts (1997) , Mosler (1997) , Forstater (1998) , Mitchell (1998) , Wray (1998a , 1998b ), Mitchell (2000 .
Endnotes
2 Social welfare provision would continue for groups who are deemed to be unable to work or for whom paid work is seen as inappropriate. It is unclear as to whether groups such as pensioners would be able to secure work if they wished.
3 Unemployment benefits would themselves disappear with an ELR scheme, as noted below.
4 Three sets of commentators on the ELR proposals write as follows. "Deficits financed by money creation should thus be the norm since balanced budgets (and more so surpluses) will generally retard economic activity …" (Kadmos and O'Hara 2000, 2) .
"At the theoretical level, the concentration on the nature of money and modern monetary systems is due to the financing of the policy proposals being resolved by reference to the allegedly more 26/11/13 or less effortless capacity of government to create economic activity by issuing fiat money …" (Aspromourgos 2000, 143) .
"The ELR modern government is supposed to fix the price of labor w, absorb all the labor supplied at that price L q , financing the spending by printing money M¸and absorb any excess money by issuing bonds, not by raising taxes" (Mehrling 2000, 401 ).
5 The term high level of employment is used here in part to avoid the issue of what constitutes full employment. Some advocates of the use of functional finance (as to some degree Lerner as noted below) would argue that demand-deficient unemployment can be eliminated through budget deficits but frictional and structural unemployment cannot. In the ELR proposals, the intention would be for absolute full employment in that a job (of sorts) would be provided for all who wished to engage in paid employment.
6 There are also the well-known political constraints on the achievement of full employment which Kalecki (1943) forcibly outlined.
7 The usual assumption is that government provides these jobs. But Kadmos and O'Hara (2000) report (14, fn. 17 ) that "Despite this specific statement that BPSE [basic public sector employment] would be provided by government and non-profit organizations, in private correspondence Wray … is emphatic that 'you attribute to me the idea that the ELR workers will be employed by the … government. No … Mine would be employed mostly by private non-profit organizations'". 8 See comment above on Gordon's argument for the creation of often sophisticated jobs and his assumption of payment at the minimum wage.
9 As King notes, Kitson, Michie and Sutherland, (1997b) provide estimates for a million jobs of around £7 billion or about 2.5 percent of tax revenues. However these jobs consisted of 750
